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message  from  the  vice-president,  marketing 
March  2011 

With  a   sharply  focused  strategy  to  market  to  select  customers  in  high-yield  markets, 

Alberta  and  our  industry  partners  are  in  a   strong  position  to  win  in  the  market  and 

realize  enhanced  tourism  visitation  and  revenues  in  2011.  Key  to  this  strategy  is  our 

brand  journey,  a   journey  in  which  we’ve  only  taken  our  initial  steps  in  bringing  the  brand 
to  life  by  developing  our  brand  platform.  The  most  demanding  steps  lie  ahead  as  we 

start  to  integrate  our  new  brand  voice  in  our  marketing  communications  in  2011. 

Alberta  offers  residents  and  target  visitors  authentic  experiences  in  breathtaking 

landscapes.  As  a   destination  we  appeal  to  youthfully  spirited  adventurers  in  search 

of  goosebum’p  moments.  Goosebump  moments  happen  everywhere  in  Alberta  every 

day.  They  are  those  special  moments  that  are  forever  etched  in  our  visitor’s  minds 

and  become  the  focal  point  for  vacation  storytelling  with  others.  Travel  Alberta’s  role 
is  to  work  with  industry  to  identify  those  moments  and  market  their  experiences 

to  select  domestic  and  international  markets  in  an  effort  to  grow  tourism  revenues 

to  $6.0  billion  by  2014,  up  from  $5.4  billion  in  2009. 

Jon  Mamela 

Vice-President,  Marketing 

Our  2011  marketing  strategy  and  the  specific  plans  executed  by  the  team  will  be 

focused  on  these  key  marketing  initiatives: 

•   Implement  a   unifying  tourism  brand  strategy 

•   Tell  our  brand  story 

•   Connect  brand  and  experience 

•   Drive  Explorer  Quotient  segmentation 

•   Harness  the  power  of  social  media 

Drive  return  on  investment 

Seize  marketing  opportunities 

Drive  marketing  alignment 

Build  and  share  market  intelligence 

Grow  industry  marketing  capability 

This  plan  compliments  our  Travel  Alberta  Business  Strategy  2011-2014  and  is 

underpinned  by  Travel  Alberta’s  mission:  Grow  tourism  revenues  with  compelling 
invitations  to  experience  Alberta. 

On  behalf  of  the  marketing  team  at  Travel  Alberta,  we  are  pleased  to  present  the  2011 

Global  Marketing  and  Sales  Plan. 



executive  summary 

Travel  Alberta’s  mission  is  to  grow  tourism  revenues 
with  compelling  invitations  to  experience  Alberta. 

The  Global  Marketing  and  Sales  Plan  is  concentrated 

on  high-yield  core  markets  including:  Canada, 

United  States,  United  Kingdom,  Germany,  The 

Netherlands,  Japan,  Australia  and  China,  and 

the  transition  markets  of  South  Korea,  Mexico, 

Brazil  and  India. 

The  marketing  plan  is  based  upon  research,  analysis, 

development  of  a   brand  platform,  collaboration 

with  our  industry  and  use  of  the  Canadian  Tourism 

Commission’s  (CTC)  Marketing  Investment  Model/ 
Return  on  Investment  Model. 

Travel  Alberta  initiated  our  brand  journey  in  consultation 

with  industry  in  2010  to  give  us  a   unified  and  competitive 

position  that  appeals  to  our  partners  and  our  primary 

target  customers.  The  strategic  intent  is  to  leverage 

the  insights  derived  from  our  brand  platform  as  the 

foundation  of  all  our  marketing  efforts. 



Travel  Alberta’s  Customer  Relationship  Management 

strategy  is  to  build  valuable  visitor  relationships  and 

loyalty  by  segmenting  visitors  to  align  with  relevant 

tourism  experiences.  Travel  Alberta  has  adopted 

the  CTC  Explorer  Quotient™  (EQ™)  tool,  to  match 

consumers  with  the  tourism  experiences  based  on 

their  individual  travel  values  and  motivations.  By 

making  use  of  EQ™,  Travel  Alberta  can  better  align 

its  marketing  strategies  and  tactics  with  the  CTC  and 

our  industry  partners.  Travel  Alberta  will  use  this  visitor 

segmentation  tool  both  nationally  and  internationally 

to  match  the  right  experience  to  the  right  customer 

to  increase  visitation  to  and  within  the  province. 

Many  of  the  initiatives  in  this  plan  are  designed  to  help 

industry  align  with  Travel  Alberta’s  brand  and  our  target 

EQ™  segments  to  further  our  aim  of  growing  tourism 

revenues  with  compelling  invitations  to  experience  Alberta. 

Numerous  marketing  channels  will  be  employed 

including  traditional  travel  media  and  online  social 

media,  CTC  consumer  campaigns,  travel  trade 

marketing  campaigns,  familiarization  trips  and  meetings, 

convention  and  incentive  travel  (MC&IT).  Our  Balanced 

Scorecard  measures  our  progress  in  all  our  initiatives. 

Global  and  local  indicators  are  telling  us  that  although 

economic  recovery  has  been  slower  than  anticipated  and 

consumer  confidence  is  fragile  in  all  Travel  Alberta’s  key 

markets,  there  is  reason  for  optimism.  Significant 

opportunities  include  the  vast  emerging  market  of  China, 

new  direct  air  access  from  other  markets,  notably  Japan 

and  signs  that  Americans  are  travelling  once  again.  Our 

strategy  is  to  move  on  these  opportunities  while  growing 

visitation  from  our  core  markets. 

Travel  Alberta’s  Global  Marketing  and  Sales  Plan  is  a 

summary  of  marketing  strategies  for  each  of  Alberta’s 

key  geographic  markets. 
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alberta’s  tourism  product 

Alberta  offers  its  residents  and  visitors  diverse, 

exceptional  tourism  experiences  and  adventures,  in 

a   safe  environment  featuring  warm  western  hospitality, 

breathtaking  scenery,  natural  wonders,  abundant 

wildlife  and  four-season  outdoor  activities.  Alberta  offers 

compelling,  authentic  experiences  not  to  be  found 

anywhere  else  in  the  world.  Visitors  can  revel  in 

experiences  that  are  unique  in  the  world  such  as  visits 

to  stunning  national  and  provincial  parks  and  five  of 

Canada’s  15  UNESCO  World  Heritage  Sites. 

Opportunities  exist  to  play  in  nature  while  remaining 

close  to  urban  comforts  and  excitement.  This  is  a   haven 

for  the  young  at  heart  in  our  safe  and  modern  cities  and 

quaint,  interesting  towns;  all  in  the  midst  of  some  of  the 

most  beautiful  scenery  on  earth. 

VACATION  EXPERIENCES 

The  Vacation  Experiences  Program  is  an  internal 

initiative  that  seeks  to  establish  an  inventory  of  leading 

experiences  that  have  the  strongest  influence  and 

appeal  to  Alberta’s  target  customers. 



This  benefits  our  brand  journey  by  providing  a   well 

supported  base  of  experiences  that  will  be  consistently 

leveraged  through  marketing,  sales  and  communication 

initiatives  by  our  team. 

This  program  will  enable  our  team  to:  ., 

•   Effectively  communicate  the  experiences  that  are 

most  relevant  to  our  target  customers  -r  Free  Spirits 

and  Social  Samplers  -   and  can  help  Alberta  compete 

on  a   global  stage 

•   Establish  an  inventory  of  our  top  experiences  that 

exemplify  Alberta’s  tourism  brand 

•   Differentiate  Alberta  from  other  destinations  by 

positioning  our  very  best  experiences 

•   Have  a   clear  direction  on  what  experiences  to  feature 

in  our  content  strategy  for  all  markets,  media  and 

web  channels 

•   Engage  our  tourism  industry  partners  in  consumer 

campaigns  and  marketing  activities  in  targeted  markets 

•   Align  with  CTC’s  Signature  Experiences  Collection 

strengthening  our  position  with  their  marketing  strategy 

More  specifically,  our  Vacation  Experiences  Inventory  will: 

•   Support  our  brand  promise 

•   Demonstrate  alignment  to  our  brand 

•   Engage  a   variety  of  senses 
•   Be  authentic 

•   Be  a   tangible  experience  that  a   customer  can  do  on 

their  vacation 

Furthermore,  this  inventory  of  experiences  will  be  the 

basis  of  our  content  management  strategy  that  we’ve 

just  begun  to  develop  and  will  be  deployed  over  the 

next  few  years.  The  outcome  is  a   synchronized  library  of 

content  resources  available  for  each  primary  vacation 

experience  that  includes  stories,  photography  and  video. 



Our  mission  is  to'  grow  tdurisr^revenueslvitln  cojppelliifig;  iiif^ationg'' 

to  experience  Alberta.  Travel  Alberta’s  ovefridinggocil  is  to’ enable 
industry  to  grow  revenues  to  $6.0  billion  by  2014  from  $54  billion 

in  2009  (latest  actual  data  available  from  Statistics  .Canada) .   '   *' 

marketing  strategy 

CREATE  CUSTOMER 
INTIMACY 

BRING  BRAND 
TO  LIFE 

>   Drive  Explorer  Quotient™  segmentation 

>   Harness  the  power  of  social  media 

>   Implement  a   unifying  tourism 
brand  strategy 

>   Tell  our  brand  story 

>   Connect  brand  and  experiences 

Our  mission  will  be 

fulfilled  over  the  next 

three  years  with  five 

strategic  initiatives  . 
detailed  in  the  Travel 

Alberta  Business 

Strategy  2011  -   2014. 

Four  of  the  five  initiatives 

are  directly  related  to 

marketing  Alberta  as  a 

tourism  destination  and 

13  of  the  Inactions  to 

carry  out  the  initiatives: 

>   Drive  return  on  investment 

>   Seize  emerging  marketing  opportunities 

>   Harmonize  consumer  experience  messaging 

>   Build  and  share  market  intelligence 

>   Drive  visitation  from  non- 

domestic markets  A 

>   Drive  marketing  alignment 

>   Grow  industry  marketing  capability 

>   Support  Tourism,  Parks  &   Recreation 

tourism  development  market-ready  projects 

DEFEND  AND 
GROW  BUSINESS 

ENGAGE 

STAKEHOLDERS 
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BRING  BRAND  TO  LIFE 

To  differentiate  the  Alberta  travel  experience  from 

travel  experiences  elsewhere  in  Canada  and  around 

the  world,  Travel  Alberta  has  developed  a   unifying 

tourism  brand  position  and  brand  promise.  The 

strategic  intent  is  to  leverage  the  brand  promise  and 

position  as  the  foundation  of  all  our  marketing  efforts. 

BRAND  FRAMEWORK 

The  brand  framework  has  four  core  elements:  the  first 

three  establishing  the  foundation  of  our  brand  were 

developed  in  close  consultation  with  Alberta  industry  and 

the  CTC  in  2010.  The  fourth  element  is  the  development 

of  the  public  expression  of  our  brand  which  will  come  to 

life  over  the  coming  years  and  will  be  integrated  into  all 

Travel  Alberta  marketing  communications. 

1.  What  we  are? 

Authentic  experiences  in  breathtaking  landscapes 

Across  the  entire  province  of  Alberta,  we  offer  travellers 

a   variety  of  authentic  experiences. 

>   Urban  and  outdoor  adventures 

>   Mountain,  prairie,  northern  and  nightlife  adventures 

>   Summer  and  winter  adventures 

Experiences  are  endless,  but  what  makes  these 

adventures  so  compelling  to  our  target  customer  is  that 

they  come  to  life  amongst  breathtaking  landscapes.  Not 

only  are  the  landscapes  breathtaking  and  varied,  the 

pure  sense  of  adventure  will  leave  visitors  yearning  for 

more.  In  Alberta,  adventure  is  authentic  and  uncontrived. 

2.  Who  is  our  target  customer? 

Youthfully  spirited  adventurers 

Based  upon  extensive  consumer  research  in  our 

core  target  markets  we  identified  that  another  way  to 

categorize  “youthfully  spirited  adventurers"  is  through 

the  CTC  EQ™.  From  this  segmentation  tool  we 

determined  that  our  primary  target  audiences  are 

Free  Spirits  and  Social  Samplers. 
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3.  What  we  are  promising? 

Goosebump  moments 

This  is  the  fundamental  benefit  that  Alberta  can  offer 

to  visitors  coming  here  for  a   vacation.  It’s  also  a   promise 

that  has  proven  to  deeply  resonate  with  Free  Spirits 

and  Social  Samplers.  It  speaks  directly  to  their  need  to 

experience  exciting  moments  on  atrip.  A   goosebump 

moment  is  that  “rush”  when  you  know,  without  a   doubt, 

you're  alive.  It’s  a   moment  that  is  unplanned  and  stirs 

the  soul.  Goosebump  moments  are  forever  etched  in 

your  memory  bank  and  become  the  focal  point  for 

vacation  storytelling  with  others.  These  moments  live 

much  longer  than  any  photograph. 

4.  What  we  will  say  to  inspire  our  target 

customer  to  visit? 

We  have  just  begun  our  brand  journey  and  much 

work  still  needs  to  be  done  in  the  years  ahead.  While 

we  have  established  key  underpinnings  of  our  brand 

architecture,  the  customer  facing  message  (TV 

commercials,  online  videos,  photographs,  content/ 

stories,  tagline,  logo)  will  be  developed  in  2011  and  2012 

in  partnership  with  industry.  These  elements  will  begin 

to  be  integrated  into  our  marketing  campaigns  so  that 

our  target  customer  will  come  to  understand  and 

expect  when  taking  a   vacation  in  Alberta. 

ACTIONS 

1.  Implement  a   unifying  tourism  brand  strategy 

■ 

!   ;brand:plah  to  engage  industry  :and,a6tivate' the'-  - 

■   ;r^|i^|fv/\^iphg;|^^^|^^eomplishThis '   pi 
'/;abtion  Wiifbethe  develop 

1   i n^ar^pf^rsB ip.  witfilntet'ry.' . 2.  Tell  our  brand  story 

^'^F^apd  will  copt^^g^'^felpping 
al^tei|t:istrateg^;||^£||;  that  wijl  iepdito 

Ix|3l|mportant  to  o|r  togewj|itorss  The  goal  is 

p^aveTnore  oflour|aj'gbt  customers,  cfeating-an  /   • 

1^^ei^er^corhi/|f' 3.  Connect  brand  and  experiences 

*rVexpp|ehcespl^re::unique;ahd  differentiating  for  • 

j   Alicefta’s  brand.  A   program  to  seleQi  'a&dcfharket  the  =■' : ' 

T©p’„50  authenticyacation'  experiences  in  the  province  ■.  ' 

.   lllptbinfbrce’puf,  value  proposition  will  be  launched. 



2   CREATING  CUSTOMER 
INTIMACY 

Travel  Alberta’s  Customer  Relationship 

Management  strategy  is  to  build  valuable  visitor 

relationships  and  loyalty  by  segmenting  visitors  to 

align  with  relevant  tourism  experiences.  Simply  put, 

we  will  work  to  understand  our  target  customers  and 

the  travel  experiences  they  are  looking  for  to  match  our 

products  and  services  to  their  needs.  The  strategy  will 

be  realized  across  multiple  channels  and  will  enable 

more  effective  management  of  our  storytelling  efforts 

through  the  “path  to  purchase”  cycle  in  the  minds  of  our 

customers.  We  want  our  potential  visitors  to  visualize 

themselves  in  Alberta. 

EXPLORER  QUOTIENT™  SEGMENTATION 

Travel  Alberta  has  adopted  the  CTC  EQ™  tool,  to  match 

consumers  with  the  tourism  experiences  based  on  their 

individual  travel  values  and  motivations.  By  making  use 

of  EQ™,  Travel  Alberta  can  align  its  marketing  strategies 

and  tactics  with  industry  partners  and  the  CTC.  Travel 

Alberta  will  use  this  visitor  segmentation  tool  both 

nationally,  and  internationally  to  drive  increased  visitors 

to  and  within  the  province  combined  with  our  ability  to 

match  the  right  product  to  the  right  audience.  One 

of  the  most  important  ways  that  we  will  achieve  this 

matching  is  through  our  website,  TravelAlberta.com, 

as  most  vacation  planners  are  now  relying  on  the 

Internet  to  plan  their  vacations. 

Travel  Alberta  will  get  to  know  our  customers  by 

understanding  their  interests,  needs  and  preferences. 

EQ™  provides  Travel  Alberta  a   deeper  understanding 

of  consumers  who  may  stay  longer  and  spend  more 

money  in  Alberta.  From  visuals  to  copy,  down  to  the 

right  package  and  offer,  EQ™  ensures  that  we  deliver 

the  right  message  to  compel  our  target  consumer  to 

travel  to  Alberta. 

Travel  Alberta  will  focus  on  the  Free  Spirit  and  Social 

Sampler  segments.  Our  brand  promise  resonated  with 

them  the  most  and  they  are  significantly  more  likely  to 

say  they  will  visit  every  location  in  Alberta.  They  are  also 

most  likely  to  tell  others  about  their  travel  experiences, 

both  online  and  offline. 

As  travellers,  Free  Spirits  are  primarily  defined  by  their 

constant  search  for  opportunities  for  fun  and  excitement 

in  other  places  away  from  home  and  desire  for  top-notch 

and  hedonistic  experiences  with  groups  of  friends.  This 

segment  of  travellers  aspire  to  be  extravagant,  seeking 
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out  luxury,  exclusivity  and  premium  amenities  and  services 

and  are  unwilling  to  settle  for  anything  less  than  the  best 

they  can  afford.  Free  Spirits  tend  to  be  samplers  of  their 

destinations,  preferring  to  visit  the  famous,  must-see  sites, 

often  recommended  by  travel  guidebooks,  rather  than 

being  content  observing  the  culture  around  them. 

Social  Samplers  share  many  of  the  same  travel  values 

as  the  Free  Spirits,  as  they  belong  to  the  same  family 

known  as  Enthusiastic  Indulgers.  Social  Samplers 

travel  regularly  and  want  to  try  a   bit  of  everything  the 

destination  has  to  offer.  Organized  group  trips  ensure 

that  they  don't  miss  any  of  the  must-see  attractions  and 

also  allow  the  opportunity  to  share  experiences  with 

fellow  travellers.  These  travellers  want  to  ensure  they 

experience  the  local  culture  and  visit  sights  of  historical 

significance.  They  don’t  mind  putting  up  with  some 
inconveniences  if  it  allows  them  to  have  a   more  authentic 

experience.  Social  Samplers  have  a   must-see  list  of  the 

top  attractions  and  enjoy  nature,  history  and  culture. 



DEFEND  AND  GROW 

THE  BUSINESS 

Travel  Alberta  faces  both  opportunities  and 

challenges  for  the  upcoming  three  years.  Similar 

to  Canada,  one  of  Alberta’s  challenges  over  the  next 

few  years  will  be  to  improve  its  competitive  positioning. 

Relatively  speaking,  Canada  is  a   high  cost  destination  on 

the  global  stage.  Furthermore,  on  a   domestic  level  many 

provinces  are  aggressively  defending  and  promoting  their 

tourism  experiences  to  local  residents  and  neighbours 

next  door  as  the  “staycation”  trend  continues  to  expand 

in  light  of  the  slow  continuing  economic  recovery. 

Competition  from  British  Columbia  is  fierce  and  that 

province  continues  to  experience  increased  visitation  in 

the  wake  of  the  Winter  Olympic  Games. 
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ENGAGE  OUR 

STAKEHOLDERS 

The  downturn  in  the  world  economy  has  caused 

a   major  shift  in  consumer  buying  habits.  Value  will 

continue  to  be  the  key  motivator  for  consumers  in 

making  their  travel  plans.  This  consumer  centered 

model  is  affecting  tourism  by  resulting  in  shorter 

booking  windows,  closer  to  home  travel,  extensive  use 

of  online  search  engines,  greater  online  comparison 

shopping  and  an  increase  of  more  intense  competition 

from  other  tourism  jurisdictions  around  the  world. 

Given  the  changes  the  tourism  industry  is  facing, 

operators  are  challenged  to  choose  the  strategies  and 

tactics  to  use  to  grow  their  businesses.  Many  operators, 

particularly  the  accommodation  sector,  are  facing 

uncertainty  as  to  how  to  compete  without  eroding  their 

current  market  position. 

Through  workshops,  one-on-one  consultation  and 

regular  communication,  Travel  Alberta  assists  tourism 

operators  in  understanding  how  the  value  =   benefit/ 

price  equation  relates  to  their  particular  business  and 

geographic  market.  Stakeholder  engagement  will  be 

taken  to  a   new  level  by  extending  the  reach  of  the 

tourism  workshops  by  moving  learning  modules  online 

to  allow  industry  stakeholders  to  obtain  advice  where 

they  want,  when  they  want  and  how  they  want  it. 
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ACTIONS 

1.  Drive  marketing  alignment 

Gur  gpal  is  to. inereasej market  share  of  visits  •», 
to.  Alberta -from  international,  markets,  including 

the  U.S."Travef  Alberta,  the.;CTC  and  Destination 

Marketing  Organizations' (DMO)  will  come  to  an 
agreement  on  leadToies  in  each  market 

/   •   This: in  turn  wilRfpprpye  .stfategie  and:  tactical'  i 

T   5ai^|feei^ivvith  in  th|:,pi^b^|!picbase)/haf  ppss 
and  leverage  collective  investment  towards  key  ; 

e   campaigns,  while  creating  a   unified  and  consistent 
"team  Alberta  voice. ■ 

M   We  v|slilC#tibl^  to  support  th.eindustry 
r   co=operative.marketingprogram. 

s^G'iTraVei  Alberta,  wifep^ 

Region  (TDR)jnyestments  reflect  biand  experiences 

nanel  ajign  to  Travel  Alberta’s  Marketing  Strategy. 

2.  Grow  industry  marketing  capability 

We  will  engage- and  empower  industry  through 

b -vari6us.:outreach  and  education  efforts  to  ensure 

.   they  take  advantage  of  Travel  Alberta's  marketing 
platforms  and. our  services. 

T   -Travel  Alberta  will  work  to  be  considered  an 

educational;  leader  in  tourism  strategy  development 

and^m'arketing. 

3.  Support  Alberta  Tourism,  Parks  & 

Recreation  branch  market-ready  projects. 

We  will  advise  Tourism  Parks  &   Recreation 

(TP&R)  on  those  products  and  experiences  that 

would  be  most  consistent  with  our  brand  and 

aligned  to  our  target  consumers  by  market. 



im 



channel  strategies 

e-marketing  and  web 

Travel  Alberta's  web  channel  has  become  a   crucial 

component  to  the  marketing  mix.  The  world’s  consumers 

migrate  to  the  web  to  research  travel  and  to  fulfill  their 

travel  decisions.  This  migration  can  be  attributed  in  many 

ways  to  Web  2.0  and  the  emergence  of  the  social  web, 

where  the  online  experience  has  shifted  from  publishing 

passive  website  content  towards  creating,  connecting  and 

exchanging  digital  information.  The  effect  is  the  emergence 

of  a   large  integrated  community  where  potential  travellers 

readily  connect  with  experienced  travellers,  where  trip 

planning  can  be  done  entirely  online  and  where  a   virtual 

experience  of  your  destination  is  a   mouse-click  away. 

SOCIAL  MEDIA 

Travel  Alberta’s  social  media  approach  increases 

awareness  through  online  conversations  and  the 

promotion,  amplification  and  endorsement  of  these 

conversations  in  our  social  media  channels. 

Due  to  the  sharing  nature  of  social  media,  this  content 

“goes  viral”  as  people  comment  upon,  re-post,  forward  and 

even  re-purpose  the  viral  content  so  the  content  quickly 

spreads  within  social  media  platforms  on  the  Internet. 

Travel  Alberta  marketing  efforts  are  focused  on  a   variety  of  channels, 

including  the  web,  public  and  media  relations,  travel  trade,  and 

meetings,  convention  and  incentive  travel. 

By  nurturing  on-going  conversations  in  social  media 
channels  we  are: 

•   Reaching  a   growing  potential  customer  base  online 

before  they  make  a   travel  purchase  decision 

•   Building  awareness  and  word  of  mouth  activity  through 

conversations,  and  the  promotion,  amplification  and 

endorsement  of  these  conversations 

•   Engaging  with  individuals  to  determine  their  response 

to  ideas,  thoughts,  products  and  activities  generated 

by  the  organization 

•   Convert  social  conversations  to  bring  our  brand  to  life 

and  drive  low  cost  referrals  to  partners 

Travel  Alberta  will  match  geographical  campaigns  and 

events  with  the  ambassadors  present  on  our  social 

media  networks.  As  a   campaign  or  event  drives  visitors 

to  our  social  media  channels  it  results  in  richer 

conversations,  user-generated  content  and  content 

sharing,  while  also  increasing  our  follower/fan  numbers. 

Travel  Alberta  works  with  the  CTC  to  leverage 

Canadian-branded  social  media  projects  when 

applicable.  Opportunities  lie  in  providing  digital  assets  to 

the  CTC  social  media  team  ensuring  that  Alberta  has  a 

presence  within  the  content  uploaded  to  CTC  social 

media  platforms. 

YouQH) 

Rrnarlrast  Yourself  ™ 

facebook 



media  and  public  relations 

Stories  of  Alberta’s  signature  vacation  experiences  told 

through  targeted  international  and  domestic  media 

outlets  create  emotional  connections  between 

consumers  and  our  industry  partners. 

Travel  Alberta’s  media  and  public  relations  strategy 

provides  a   platform  for  consumer  conversations  through 

multi-platform  channels.  To  increase  travel, to  Alberta, 

the  media  team  will  continue  to  showcase  relevant 

experiences  and  present  them  seamlessly  to  our  target 

consumers  through  the  following  strategies: 

•   Travel  Alberta  will  continue  to  leverage  relationships 

with  2010  Olympic  rights-holding  broadcasters. 

The  focus  of  broadcast  outreach  will  be  to  encourage 

travel  and  non-travel  programs  to  feature  Alberta. 

•   Travel  Alberta  will  continue  to  work  with  Alberta 

and  international  celebrities  and  opinion  influencers 

(TV  program  hosts,  influential  social  media  bloggers, 

personalities,  etc.)  to  increase  destination  awareness 

for  Alberta. 

As  well  Travel  Alberta  will  continue  to  be  active  with: 

•   Visit  Alberta  media  program  (supported  media  on 

confirmed  assignments) 

•   Attend  media  events  and  marketplaces 

•   Provide  media  with  information  support  and  story  ideas 

•   Ensure  media  website  is  populated  with  timely 

information 

•   Provide  access  to  images  and  b-roll  through  the 

photo  and  video  library 

•   Deployment  of  media  releases  and  pre-written  stories 

PUBLIC  RELATIONS  OUTREACH 

Our  focus  in  this  area  is  on  non-traditional  partnerships, 

national  promotions  and  niche  publications  read  by  our 

target  customer  to  convey  Alberta’s  stories. 
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travel  trade  strategy 

While  customers  close  to  Alberta  may  not  seek  a   travel 

professional  to  assist  with  their  travel  plans  to  Alberta, 

travel  trade  plays  a   vital  role  in  long  haul  markets. 

Throughout  the  year  Travel  Alberta  and  our  industry 

partners  attend  key  marketplaces  and  tradeshows 

including  Rendez-vous  Canada,  ITB,  Canada’s  West 

Marketplace,  World  Travel  Mart  and  others  to  identify 

and  support  Key  Account  Tour  Operators.  Our  support 

will  vary  by  Key  Account  but  could  consist  of  the 

following  activities: 

•   Enhance  destination  awareness  and  visitation  to 

Alberta  amongst  their  customer  databases  through 

multi-channel  marketing  campaigns 

•   Drive  Travel  Alberta  consumer  campaign  “calls  to 

action”  with  our  partner  buy-ins  on  CTC  campaigns 

to  their  website  and  customer  service  agents 

(international  markets) 

•   Provide  training  to  their  travel  agents  to  educate  on 

Alberta  vacation  experiences 

•   Work  together,  and  in  partnership  with  industry, 

to  identify  and  diversify  Alberta  product  offerings 

particularly  for  short-haul  getaways 

•   Support  familiarization  tours  to  increase  awareness 

and  education  of  Alberta’s  breadth  of  vacation 

experiences  throughout  the  province 





meetings,  conventions  &   incentive  travel 

Meetings,  Conventions  &   Incentive  Travel  is  a   lucrative 

area  of  tourism  focused  on  business  and  corporate 

travel.  It  often  yields  a   higher  return  per  person,  with 

spending  of  a   business  traveller  exceeding  that  of  a   visitor 

on  holiday.  Due  to  this  high  amount  of  tourism  revenue, 

MC&IT  will  continue  to  be  a   prominent  channel.  Travel 

Alberta  and  our  partners  focuses  on  three  market 

segments  within  the  business  travel  sector:  associations, 

corporate  and  the  growing  third  party  planner  segment. 

Marketing  programs  target  key  players  within  these 

segments  largely  in  the  United  States. 

MC&IT  travel  to  Canada  from  the  United  States  alone 

is  a   $1.6  billion  dollar  industry.  Alberta’s  share  of  this 

market  was  12.4  per  cent  in  2008.  Alberta  ranks  fourth 

in  terms  of  MC&IT  market  share  behind  Ontario, 

Quebec  and  British  Columbia.  There  is  much  room 

to  gain  a   larger  market  share  for  Alberta  from  the  U.S. 

MC&IT  market  with  additional  opportunities  to  expand 

into  overseas  MC&IT  markets. 



In  the  U.S.  market,  overall  business  conditions  continue 

to  improve,  but  still  slowly.  U.S.  domestic  associations 

lead  the  way  in  net  activity.  Short  lead  times  for 

bookings  continue  to  be  top  concern  of  both  planners 

and  suppliers.  Employment  in  the  meeting  and  event 

industry  is  increasing  and  using  third  party  planners  is 

also  on  the  rise.  Meeting  attendance  is  also  on  the 

upswing  compared  to  2009. 

The  use  of  virtual  technology  as  a   supplement  to 

face-to-face  meetings  continues  to  be  explored  by 

meeting  professionals  as  a   way  to  increase  the  reach 

of  live  meetings,  at  a   lower  cost,  requiring  less  time 

and  with  less  environmental  impact. 

Travel  costs,  primarily  airfare  and  airline  fees,  are 

indicated  as  a   serious  concern  to  some  meeting  and 

event  professionals.  They  indicate  rising  travel  costs  are 

resulting  in  lower  meeting  attendance.  Destinations  still 

need  to  ensure  that  they  are  speaking  to  their  value 

proposition  when  competing  for  business. 

Washington  DC  has  the  highest  concentration  of 

associations  followed  by  Chicago  and  New  York. 

•   Using  information  supplied  by  Alberta  Economic 

Development,  the  U.S.  MC&IT  sales  strategy  has 

become  much  more  focused  on  key  industries  that 

have  a   vested  interest  in  coming  to  Alberta. 

•   Through  a   comprehensive  customer  relationship 

management  strategy  and  follow  up  from  marketplaces 

and  sales  missions,  MC&IT  will  begin  to  assemble  a   list 

of  key  accounts  that  can  build  a   pipeline  of  potential 

and  repeat  bookings  well  past  2012. 

•   MC&IT  will  also  use  the  brand  exposure  that  CTC  holds 

with  key  industry  associations  to  gain  brand  awareness 

and  key  accounts  that  have  potential  business  for 

Canada.  Target  markets  within  the  U.S.  include  the 

Midwest,  West  Coast  and  East  Coast  territories. 

In  the  Canadian  MC&IT  market  we  will  protect  and 

build  the  core  long-haul  market  through  in-market 

representation  based  in  Ottawa,  in-market  events, 

facilitating  an  Alberta  brand  at  tradeshows,  providing 

market  intelligence  and  through  lead  generation. 

Awareness  of  Alberta  and  our  key  destinations  is  high, 

but  it  is  important  to  continue  to  cultivate  relationships 

with  key  accounts  to  foster  more  repeat  business 

to  Alberta  and  to  ensure  groups  are  using  more  than 

one  destination  within  Alberta.  Canadian  meeting 

professionals  book  more  than  70  per  cent  of  their 

meetings  in  Canada  so  this  is  a   key  market  in  which 

to  make  sure  the  Alberta  message  is  top  of  mind. 
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strategy  by  market 

Canada  short-haul  (alberta,  british  Columbia  and  Saskatchewan) 

The  focus  of  the  2011-2012  marketing  plan  is  to  deliver 

high-impact  marketing  programs  leading  up  to  two  key 

Alberta  holiday  periods:  summer  and  winter  seasons. 

Coming  out  of  18  months  of  recession,  we  are 

experiencing  far  less  consumer  confidence  than 

would  normally  be  expected.  The  depth  of  the  recent 

financial  crisis,  coupled  with  growing  concerns  of  a 

fragile  recovery,  has  created  a   new  consumer  mindset. 

The  emphasis  on  value  has  increased,  and  can  be 

expected  to  be  the  deciding  factor  in  consumer 

purchase  behaviour  for  the  foreseeable  future. 

There  are  segments  of  the  population  who,  because 

of  their  perception  of  general  instability,  decide  to  hold 

back  on  regional  or  domestic  travel,  saving  their  money 

for  two  years  or  longer  until  they  feel  confident  splurging 

on  a   bigger  vacation.  This  could  possibly  mean  more 

long-haul  travel  to  legacy  destinations  or  to  popular 

global  hotspots  that  have  been  postponed  due  to  tough 

financial  times. 



SITUATIONAL  OVERVIEW 

Strengths 

•   Marketing  campaigns  are  fully  integrated 

•   Innovative,  leading  edge  programs  for  industry  participation 
such  as  the  rejuvenated  Holiday  Card  program 

•   Alberta  tourism  enjoys  high  consumer  awareness  and 

positive  affinities  in  Alberta  and  Saskatchewan 

•   Regional  markets  provide  stable,  four-season 
traveller  activity 

•   Active  social  media  presence  and  platform 

Opportunities 

•   Regional  consumers  continue  to  be  loyal  to  Alberta 

•   The  emergence  of  social  media  and  its  acceptance  by 
mainstream  consumers 

•   No  provincial  sales  tax  in  Alberta  is  a   competitive 

advantage  for  near-market  travellers  in  British  Columbia 

•   Travel  Alberta  brand  provides  a   focal  point  to  articulate 

marketing  initiatives 

•   Redesign  TravelAlberta.com  to  meet  the  needs  of  both 

our  target  customer  and  industry 

Weaknesses 

•   Lingering  influences  of  the  recent  recession  is  forcing 

high-ticket  tourism  products  and  services  to  re-think  and 
enhance  their  value  proposition  on  a   world  scale 

•   PMOs  and  DMOs  must  share  the  role  of  a   travel  planning 

resource  with  social  media  platforms  and  progressive 

online  travel  agencies  who  have  developed  strong  and 

trusted  brands 

Threats 

•   We  continue  to  observe  high  levels  of  in-market 

competition  for  our  traveller’s  budgets  (especially 
Saskatchewan,  Victoria/British  Columbia  and  Manitoba) 

•   The  price  transparency  of  the  Internet  lets  consumers  make 
almost  instantaneous  value  comparisons 

•   The  continued  high  cost  of  air  travel  in  Canada  (and 

cheaper  travel  abroad)  accompanied  by  severe  cost- 
cutting tactics  observed  in  competitive  markets  is  making 

foreign  travel  ever  more  attractive 

•   Consumer  confidence  has  not  rebounded 

•   Strong  value  of  Canadian  dollar  makes  travel  outside 
Canada  more  attractive 
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Canada  long-haul  (Ontario) 

22 

There  are  mixed  signals  in  the  Canadian  marketplace 

right  now.  Although  the  federal  government  forecasts  a 

3.1%  growth  in  GDP,  consumers  don’t  share  the  same 
optimism  when  it  comes  to  spending.  Over  the  first  half 

of  2010,  TNS  Canada’s  Consumer  Confidence  Index 
reveals  that  confidence  in  the  Canadian  economy  is 

shaky  and  uncertain.  As  a   result,  consumers’  willingness 

to  make  major  purchases  as  well  as  to  spend  on 

discretionary  items  (including  travel)  may  continue  to  be 

withheld  until  they  feel  more  confident.  The  average  value 

of  the  Canadian  dollar  has  experienced  a   steady  climb 

reaching  par  with  the  U.S.  dollar. 

A   common  perception  of  domestic  air  travel  is  that  it  is 

costly  to  travel  long-haul  from  one  Canadian  destination 

to  another.  According  to  a   national  survey  conducted  by 

Leger  Marketing  (June  2010),  it  was  found  that  two- 

thirds  of  respondents  felt  that  flying  domestically  often 

costs  more  than  flying  abroad.  To  make  matters  worse, 

domestic  airfares  are  expected  to  climb  this  year  to 

compensate  for  the  deep  discounts  Air  Canada  and 

WestJet  offered  during  the  recession. 



CANADA  SHORT-HAUL  AND  LONG-HAUL  MARKETING  SUMMARY 

Strategy 

Defend 

and  grow 
business 

Create 

customer 
intimacy 

Objectives 
Tactics 

Drive  consumer-relevant  region-specific 

marketing  campaigns  in  each  of  British 

Columbia,  Alberta/Saskatchewan  and 

Ontario 

Maintain  traveller’s  trip  frequency  by  inspiring 
consumers  from  Alberta  and  Saskatchewan 

to  take  more  holidays  in  Alberta 

Support  industry  partners  by  providing  them 

leveraged  opportunities  to  position  their 

products  to  consumers  -   minimum  of  1:1 

Create  online  experiences  that  are  engaging 

and  inspiring  -   the  goal  being  to  represent 
the  Alberta  travel  experience  brand  in  the 

online  community,  positioning  Alberta  as  a 

must-see  destination. 

Increase  awareness,  preference  and  sales  of 

Alberta  as  a   tourism  destination  in  Canada 

Maintain  motivational  conversion  rates 

Maintain  travellers’  trip  spend  and  visitation 

•   Execute  marketing  programs,  featuring  online  and  offline 

advertising  -   through  the  best  combination  of  marketing 
media.  Call  to  action:  www.TravelAlberta.com 

-   Alberta/Saskatchewan 

-   British  Columbia 

•   Execute  summer  lead-in  campaign  in  Ontario 

•   Region-specific  messaging 

•   Execute  4-season  publications  with  package  and 

ad  opportunities 

•   Execute  print  campaign  to  highlight  unique  Alberta 

experiences 

•   Ad  banners  on  Facebook  and  Twitter.  Buy  Google  AdWords. 

•   Search  engine  marketing  strategies  will  be  applied  to  all 

developed  and  researched  content  where  appropriate 

•   Develop  and  execute  a   seasonal  marketing  program  that 

communicates  a   clear  value  proposition 

•   All  executions  will  attempt  to  provide  context  (i.e.  location/ 
site/attraction  names) 

Increase  Holiday  Card  registrants  by  20,000 

and  e-newsletter  opt-ins  in  the  Travel  Alberta 

Holiday  Card  Program  by  5,000 

Maintain  a   minimum  of  200  industry  offers 
on-line 

•   Execute  a   Holiday  Card  marketing  program  that  articulates 

value  and  diversity  of  product  experiences  available 

•   Execute  monthly  consumer  e-newsletters  to  the  database 
of  Holiday  Card  registrants 

Generate  travel  media  coverage  to  build 

awareness  and  preference  for  Alberta 

tourism  product/experience 

•   Provide  media  support  to  writers  with  confirmed  placement 

•   Proactively  schedule  media  trips 
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united  states 

A   prolonged  economic  recovery  is  expected  in  the 

U.S.  due  in  part  to  consumer  worries  of  a   double-dip 

recession.  The  travel  industry  will  continue  to  face 

challenging  times.  Americans  will  continue  to  take 

vacations,  however  on  reduced  budgets.  The  importance 

of  value  for  money  will  remain  the  number  one 

consideration  for  Americans  planning  international  travel. 

The  Free  Spirit  segment  of  the  travel  market  is  very 

responsive  to  the  value  proposition  of  the  Alberta  brand. 

U.S.  outbound  air  traffic  for  the  first  six  months  of  2010 

increased  five  per  cent  when  compared  to  the  same 

period  in  2009  but  Travel  Alberta  has  an  uphill  battle  to 

fight  when  it  comes  to  gaining  share  of  the  U.S.  market. 

Current  awareness  levels  tell  us  at  the  most  basic  sense 

where  our  challenge  resides.  Building  blocks  including 

the  formulation  of  the  Alberta  brand  promise  and 

positioning,  will  provide  focus  to  our  marketing  efforts. 

This  is  where  we  will  begin  to  make  traction  towards 

our  mission  of  growing  tourism  revenues  through 

compelling  invitations  to  experience  Alberta. 

In  July  2010,  the  CTC  advised  that  they  will  cease  all 

traditional  consumer  marketing  and  trade  activities  for 

2011  in  the  U.S.  market.  In  light  of  this  development, 

increased  interest  in  partnership  marketing  and 

expanded  marketing  activities  is  anticipated. 



SITUATIONAL  OVERVIEW 

Strengths 

•   Air  access  to  Alberta  from  most  major  U.S.  gateways 

•   Favourable  relations  with  the  travel  trade,  media  and  MC&IT 

•   In-market  representatives  (MC&IT,  media) 

•   Alberta  product  aligns  well  with  the  top  interests  of  the 

targeted  EQ™  segments 

•   No  provincial  sales  tax  in  Alberta 

Opportunities 

•   Largest  international  market 

•   Promote  new  air  access  and  potential  for  codeshare 

expansion  allowing  more  air  access 

•   With  CTC  no  longer  in  the  U.S.  market,  Travel  Alberta  has 

an  increased  need  to  have  in-market  representation 

•   Social  media  continues  to  play  a   growing  role 

•   Extend  the  stay  of  MC&IT  travellers  resulting  in 
increased  revenue 

Weaknesses 

•   Alberta  has  not  yet  been  able  to  build  tangible  brand 

equity  in  key  U.S.  markets 

•   Alberta’s  location  north  of  the  Canada/U.S.  border  creates 

the  perception  that  Alberta  is  remote,  lacks  service  and 

is  a   cold  place  to  visit 

•   Limited  direct  air  access  from  Eastern  United  States 

Threats 

•   Reduced  Canadian  national  tourism  presence 

•   Safety  and  terrorism,  passport  requirements,  border 

crossings  and  airport  issues  influence  U.S.  travellers  to 

stay  closer  to  home 

•   Decreased  cost  of  overseas  travel,  making  long-haul 

trips  more  affordable 

•   Strength  of  Canadian  dollar  makes  travel  to  Canada 

more  expensive 
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U.S.  MARKETING  SUMMARY 

Strategy  Objectives 

Defend  Increase  awareness,  interest  and  desire  for 

and  grow  Alberta  experiences 
business 

Deliver  content  (videos,  still  images,  copy/text,  maps 

and  audio)  in  the  format  the  end  user  requires 

Increase  Alberta  coverage  in  targeted  media  outlets 

through  media  resources/tool  kits 

Expand  awareness  and  messaging  of  Alberta  brand 

through  targeted  trade  advertising 

Continue  year-round  anchor  position  in 

primary  markets 

Target  qualified  consumers  at  select  travel  shows 
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Achieve  a   consistent  presence  within  search  engine 

query  results 
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Tactics 

•   Brand  campaigns  targeting  Free  Spirits 

•   Support  content  development  that  addresses 
needs  of  the  market,  compliments  campaigns 

and  is  customized  to  the  channel  (trade,  media, 

MC&IT,  consumer) 

•   Visit  Alberta  Media  Program 

•   Distribution  of  press  releases 

•   Media  e-newsletter  and  media  website/twitter  feeds 

•   Supply  images  and  b-roll 

•   Advertise  with  select  trade  publications  to  increase 

awareness  of  Alberta  and  offer  a   buy-in  opportunity 

for  partners 

•   Activation  of  U.S.  corporate  partnership  and 

increase  number  of  cross-promotions  with 
in-market  partners 

•   Implement  a   unified  Alberta  presence  with  a 

streamlined  call-to-action 

Year  round  pay-per-click  campaign 



Strategy 

Objectives 

Defend  Increase  awareness  of  Alberta,  develop 

and  grow  relationships  with  MC&IT  and  travel  trade  and 

business  influence  travel  to  Alberta 

Tactics 

•   Participation  at  marketplaces  and  tradeshow 

•   Sales  calls  by  Travel  Alberta 

•   In-market  meetings,  seminars 

•   Support  of  in-market  events  initiated  by  trade 

including  tour  operators,  affinity  and  special 
interest  groups 

Expand  in-market  promotion  of  Alberta  through 

strategic  partnerships  with  trade  and  selected  airlines 

Increase  awareness  and  product  development  with 
travel  trade 

Stakeholder  Drive  marketing  alignment 

engagement 

Create  cost-effective  marketplace  platforms  where 

Alberta  industry  can  participate  for  a   buy-in  cost 

Support  Alberta  DMO’s  in  MC&IT  marketplaces  and 
events  that  are  destination  specific 

Support  tour  operator  initiatives 

Establish  partnerships  with  retail  consortiums 

Initiate  new  partnerships  with  selected  airlines 

Familiarization  tours  initiated  by  Travel  Alberta, 

requested  by  travel  trade  or  led  by  industry  partners 

Develop  direct  to  consumer  platforms  for 

industry  participation 

Have  10  U.S.  MC&IT  events  that  partners  will 

participate  in 

Create  partner  agreements  that  Travel  Alberta  will 

support  50%  of  the  funds  required  for  an  event  if  it 

meets  specific  requirements  for  support 

Build  relationships  with  media  and  create  platforms 
for  industry 

Participate  in  signature  media  events  such  as 

Canada  Media  Marketplace 

Attend  CTC  media  dinners  in  priority  markets 

Conduct  media  calls  in  priority  markets 
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united  kingdom 

The  United  Kingdom  is  Alberta’s  largest  source  of 
European  tourists  and  revenues.  In  the  U.K.,  as  with 

many  of  Canada's  target  markets,  the  primary  barrier  to 
visiting  Canada  is  knowledge  and  itinerary  guidance.  In 

the  initial  stages  there  is  a   lack  of  understanding  that 

Canada  offers  all  of  the  fundamental  prerequisites  for  a 

satisfying  vacation  trip,  beyond  nature.  During  the  later 

stages  there  is  a   lack  of  vacation  concept  ideas  (what 

the  focal  points  should  be,  where  and  involving  what 

type  of  accommodation  and  activities). 

In  the  current  climate  we  need  to  target  visitors  whose 

travel  habits  show  particular  resilience  at  this  time  of 

economic  slowdown.  We  are  seeing  a   change  in 

motivation  for  many  travellers,  away  from  rest  and 

relaxation  and  towards  holidays  with  other  active 

dimensions.  The  current  mood  in  the  U.K.  is  prompting 

travellers  to  look  for  authenticity  in  their  travel  choices, 

however,  the  product  in  many  Canadian  tour  brochures 

in  the  U.K.  is  fairly  standard  and  focuses  on  mainly  icon 

products.  Travel  Alberta  will  put  greater  emphasis  on 

introducing  new  activities  into  these  industry  tools  and 

supporting  tour  operators  that  bring  them  to  market. 

Generally,  our  target  consumers  don’t  understand 
the  destination  and  find  it  difficult  to  visualize  a   holiday 

to  Canada  and  Alberta.  Travel  Alberta  will  work  to 

develop  elements  of  its  website  to  ensure  that  it  is  more 

inspirational  and  provides  practical  help  to  someone  on 

the  path  to  purchase.  We  need  to  empower  consumers 

to  feel  as  though  they  are  in  charge  of  their  own  choices. 

Travel  Alberta  will  reach  its  targeted  customers  from 

the  United  Kingdom  via  four  channels:  consumer, 

travel  trade,  media  and  public  relations  and  meetings 

conventions  and  incentive  travel.  The  largest  investment 

will  be  via  the  consumer  channel. 



SITUATIONAL  OVERVIEW 

Strengths 

•   Alberta  suppliers  with  market  knowledge,  which  are  active 

in  targeting  the  U.K.  trade  and  consumer 

•   Close  working  relationship  and  information  sharing  with 

the  CTC  and  other  U.K.-based  provinces,  in  particular 
Tourism  B.C. 

•   Favourable  relations  with  the  travel  trade  and  media 

Opportunities 

•   Ability  to  package/promote  new  and  enhanced  product 

offerings  for  all  four  seasons  including  experiences  beyond 

traditional  touring 

•   High  incidences  of  visiting  friends  and  relatives  traffic 
to  Canada 

•   U.K.  visitors’  willingness  to  travel  long-haul  and  their 
resilience  as  travellers  in  the  current  economic  downturn 

•   Good  air  access  to  Alberta  and  two  international 

gateway  cities 

Weaknesses 

•   Alberta  product  beyond  the  main  icons  is  under 

represented 

•   TravelAlberta.com  does  not  have  sufficient  scope  for 

country-specific  pages  and  cannot  easily  be  used  as 
an  effective  tool  to  support  activities  and  marketing 

initiatives  in  the  U.K. 

•   Direct  entry  statistics  don’t  accurately  reflect  leisure  visitor 
numbers  to  Alberta 

Threats 

•   Airfares  to  Canada  are  higher  than  those  of  competitive 

destinations  (in  particular  the  U.S.) 

•   Weak  economic  conditions  in  the  U.K.  and  unfavourable 

exchange  rate 

•   Competing  national  tourism  offices  are  all  targeting 
U.K.  travellers 

•   Global  events  that  curtail  consumers’  desire  to  travel  and 

are  impossible  to  foresee  or  control  -   ash  clouds,  strikes, 
terrorism,  etc. 
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U.K.  MARKETING  SUMMARY 

Strategy 

Defend 

and  grow 
business 

Create 

customer 
intimacy 

Objectives 

Generate  consumer  awareness  of  Alberta  through 

consumer/trade  promotions 

Generate  consumer  awareness  of  Alberta 

through  media 

Leverage  opportunities  with  airlines  serving  Alberta 

gateways  out  of  the  U.K.  market 

Form  stronger  partnerships  with  travel  trade,  enhance 

key  tour  operator  account  program,  exploit  CTC 

consumer  campaigns 

Further  develop  CTC  partnerships 

To  increase  visitor  numbers  for  Alberta  as  an  MC&IT 

destination 

One-to-one  communication  with 

self-identified  consumers 

Tactics 

•   Create  consumer  campaign  in  partnership  with  tour 

operators  and  airlines,  using  media  channels  based 

on  consumption  habits  of  Free  Spirits 

•   Visit  Alberta  journalist  program 

•   Plan  and  execute  media  visits  in  partnership 
with  CTC  U.K. 

•   Alberta  content  filmed  and  seeded  to  U.K.  websites, 

national  newspaper  and  magazines 

•   Integration  into  consumer  direct 
marketing  campaigns 

•   Consumer  direct  campaigns  in  tandem  with 

U.K.  Key  Account  based  tour  operators 

•   Participation  at  tradeshows,  special  events, 

marketplaces  and  promotions 

•   EQ™  focused  product  development  support 

for  tour  operators 

•   Organize  familiarizations  tours 

•   Regular  communication  via  newsletters 

•   Agent  training/education  sessions 

•   Align  and  partner  with  CTC  on  Canada-wide 

campaign  if  applicable 

•   Educate  meeting  planners  on  Alberta  product  and 

generate  leads 

•   Educate  student  group  travel  planners  on  Alberta 

product  and  generate  leads 

•   e-newsletter  program  geared  to  Free  Spirits 





germany 

Overall,  Germany’s  economy  is  stable  and  has  enjoyed 

moderate  growth  rates  in  the  past  years,  based  on  the 

international  demand  for  high  end  manufactured  goods. 

Looking  ahead  to  the  upcoming  year,  travel  budget 

intentions  are  relatively  optimistic  in  Germany.  As  highly 

engaged  consumers  with  a   strong  desire  to  see  the 

world,  Germans  hold  travel  in  high  regard  and  spend 

more  of  their  time  and  income  doing  it.  With  their  longer 

trips  and  higher  levels  of  spending  comes  more  travel 

research  and  German  travellers  use  more  sources  of 

information  when  planning  their  trips  than  other  travellers. 

Much  of  the  appeal  of  travel  for  Germans  is  about  the 

destination  itself  rather  than  generic  qualities.  When 

targeting  German  travellers,  erring  on  the  side  of  too 

much  information  is  better  than  paring  things  down  as 

these  travellers  appreciate  breadth  and  depth. 

Intentions  for  the  upcoming  year  show  that  travellers  are 

looking  to  venture  further  from  home  and  the  Internet  is 

a   key  influencer  both  in  inspiring  travel  and  supporting 

the  planning  and  purchase.  It  is  common  for  Germans 

to  search  for  information  online,  but  to  book  offline. 

Social  media  is  booming;  Facebook  has  outrun  several 

German  competitors  in  2010. 

In  the  first  10  months  of  2010,  overnight  visitors  from 

Germany  into  Alberta  increased  substantially.  German 

travellers  are  driven  primarily  by  Canada’s  natural 

scenery  (national  parks  in  Alberta)  and  a   high  interest 

in  experiencing  the  Canadian  way  of  life. 

In  Germany  we  will  reach  our  targeted  travellers  by  the 

following  channels:  consumer,  travel  trade,  media  and 

public  relations  with  the  largest  investment  in  the 

consumer  channel. 



SITUATIONAL  OVERVIEW 

Strengths 

•   Close  relationship  and  sharing  of  information  with 
Tourism  B.C.  and  the  CTC 

•   Great  understanding  and  implementation  of  EQ™  in 
marketing  initiatives 

•   In-market  resources  and  expertise  (MDD/Media  Relations) 

•   Favourable  relations  with  travel  trade  and  media 

Opportunities 

•   One  in  five  of  the  German  market  potential  have  not  taken 

a   trip  to  Canada 

•   Canada  as  a   holiday  destination  is  intriguing  to  one  in 
three  Germans 

•   A   growing  consumer  interest  for  long-haul  travel 

•   Air  access  is  good,  increase  in  air  capacity  for  2011 

•   The  economy  in  Germany  could  recover  more  quickly 

than  previously  forecast 

Weaknesses 

•   German  travel  trade  consolidation  and  low  margins/ 

profitability  is  making  it  difficult  to  introduce  new  products 

•   Alberta  offerings  in  receptive  operator  tariffs  are  limited 

•   General  lack  of  awareness  of  Alberta’s  winter  products 

•   Limited  marketing  resources  to  combat  competition 

Threats 

•   Fierce  competition  amongst  long-haul  destinations 

including  emerging  destinations  in  Africa,  South  America 

and  the  Middle-East 

•   Air  fares  into  the  U.S.  are  much  cheaper  than  direct 

flights  in  Canada 

•   Fluctuating  exchange  of  Euro  vs.  U.S.  and  Canadian  dollar 

•   Vastness  of  the  country  is  intimidating  for  those  trying  to 

plan  trip  itineraries 
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GERMANY  MARKETING  SUMMARY 

Strategy  Objectives Tactics 

Defend  Generate  consumer 

and  grow  awareness  of  Alberta 

business  through  consumer/trade 

promotions 

•   Create  consumer  campaigns  in  partnership  with  tour  operators  and  airlines 

using  media  channels  based  on  consumption  habits  of  Free  Spirits 

•   Initiate  non-traditional  partnerships  for  direct  marketing  campaign  to  Free  Spirits 

Generate  consumer 

awareness  of  Alberta 

through  media 

•   Visit  Alberta  journalist  program 

•   Plan  and  execute  media  visits  in  partnership  with  CTC 

•   Alberta  content  filmed  and  seeded  to  German  websites  including  national 

newspaper  and  magazines 

•   Syndicated  content  to  broadcast  media 

Leverage  opportunities  with  •   Consumer  direct  marketing  campaigns 

airlines  serving  Alberta 

gateways  out  of  the 
German,  Swiss  and 

Austrian  markets 

Form  stronger  partnerships 

with  travel  trade/enhance 

key  tour  operator  account 

program 

•   Consumer  direct  campaigns  in  tandem  with  German-based  tour  operators 

•   Participation  at  tradeshows  such  as  ITB,  special  events,  marketplaces, 

and  promotions 

•   Provide  tour  operators  with  concrete  manual  specially  designed  for  the 

German  market  to  implement  EQ™  messages  targeted  to  the  Free  Spirit 

•   EQ™  focused  product  development  support  for  tour  operators 

•   Organize  product  development  familiarizations  tours 

•   Participate  in  the  CTC  Canada  Specialist  Program  to  educate  agent 

and  provide  training/educational  sessions  on  Alberta  product 

Further  develop  CTC  and  •   Align  and/or  partner  with  CTC  on  Canada-wide  campaigns  if  applicable 

Tourism  B.C.  partnerships  #   Qanacja>s  \j\iesi  Summer  and  Winter  Consumer  campaign 

To  increase  visitor  numbers 

for  Alberta  as  an  MC&IT 

destination 

•   Educate  meeting  planners  on  Alberta  product  and  generate  leads  by 

attending  marketplaces 

•   Host  business  development  trips 

•   Support  DMOs  on  projects 

Create  One-to-one  communication  •   Implement  regular  e-newsletter  for  Free  Spirits  for  the  German-speaking 

customer  with  self-identified  market  with  the  Canada’s  West  consumer  database 
intimacy  consumers 
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netherlands 

KLM  will  be  increasing  their  capacity  into  Calgary  in 

2011  and  are  reporting  that  advance  bookings  are  up 

year-on-year. 

In  an  effort  to  further  increase  visitation  from  The 

Netherlands  and  other  primary  European  markets  (United 

Kingdom  and  Germany),  and  to  ensure  the  long-term 

sustainability  of  this  new  service,  Travel  Alberta  is  working 

closely  with  KLM  to  coordinate  joint  marketing  activities 

to  promote  the  direct  flight.  Travel  Alberta  targets  an 

annual  collaborative  spend  with  KLM  as  well  as 

partnership  contributions  by  Alberta  industry  partners. 

Dutch  travellers  go  through  an  intensive  information 

gathering  process  prior  to  their  holiday  outside  Europe 

and  use  multiple  sources  to  gather  information  on  their 

destination.  Decisions  about  holidays  outside  Europe  are 

not  impulsive:  most  travellers  book  two  to  six  months  in 

advance.  Several  sources  are  consulted  for  information: 

Internet,  travel  agencies,  family  and  friends,  television 

programs,  travel  fairs,  travel  books  and  the  Canadian 

embassy.  Word  of  mouth  also  plays  the  role  of  key 

influencer  at  different  stages  in  the  information  gathering 

and  decision-making  process  for  holiday  destinations. 
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NETHERLANDS  MARKETING  SUMMARY 

Strategy  Objectives 

Defend  Generate  consumer  awareness  of  Alberta  through 

and  grow  consumer/trade  promotions 
business 

Generate  consumer  awareness  of  Alberta 

through  media 

Leverage  in-market  sales  network  of  KLM  and 
other  airlines 

Form  stronger  partnerships  with  travel  trade/enhance 

key  tour  operator  account  program 

Further  develop  partnership  with  Tourism  B.C. 

To  increase  visitor  numbers  for  Alberta  as  an 

MC&IT  destination 
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Tactics 

•   Create  consumer  campaign  in  partnership  with 

tour  operators  and  airlines,  using  media  channels 

based  on  consumption  habits  of  Free  Spirits 

•   Partner  on  media  familiarization  tours  with 

Tourism  B.C. 

•   Include  tour  operator  call  to  action  on  all 
media  activity 

•   Media  mix  promotion  with  the  cooperation  of 

trade  partners 

•   Partner  with  KLM  on  Canada  direct 

marketing  campaign 

•   Support  Air  Transat  and  Air  Canada  with  tour 

operators  joint  marketing  programs 

•   Online,  social  media  and  trade  promotion 

•   Participation  at  Vakantiebeurs  tradeshow,  special 

events,  Canada  Experience  marketplace  and 

promotions 

•   EQ™  focused  product  development  support  for 

tour  operators 

•   Organize  familiarizations  tours 

•   Agent  training/educational  sessions 

•   Align  and  partner  on  Canada’s  West  campaign  and/ 
or  joint  marketing  programs  with  tour  operators 

•   Educate  meeting  planners  on  Alberta  product  and 

generate  leads 



japan 

Japan  has  the  third  largest  economy  in  the  world,  is  one 

of  the  highest-spending  international  travel  markets  to 

Canada  and  Japanese  motivation  for  outbound  travel  is 

at  record  high  levels.  Over  the  past  decade,  Japan’s  total 

long-haul  outbound  travel  has  been  impacted  by  a   series 

of  world  events  (recently  H1N1  in  2009)  and  a   protracted 

economic  slowdown.  Launching  of  new  and  additional  air 

service  from  Japan  to  Alberta  has  allowed  more  capacity 

to  Canada  and  direct  entry  to  Alberta.  While  2009 

recorded  a   substantial  decrease  in  passenger  numbers 

to  Canada,  down  29  per  cent  over  2008,  it  started  to 

show  growth  with  an  increase  of  almost  11  per  cent  in 

visitor  numbers  in  November  2009. 

A   more  positive  economic  environment  is  expected  in 

2011,  with  a   capacity  increase  through  Air  Canada 

launching  the  new  Haneda/Vancouver  flight.  As  part  of 

their  efforts  to  maximize  load  factor  on  this  flight,  Air 

Canada  is  offering  common  rating  to  both  Calgary  and 

Edmonton  for  the  Haneda/Vancouver  flight.  For  Alberta, 

non-stop  direct  flight  to  from  Narita  to  Calgary  will 

continue  to  be  serviced. 

Travel  Alberta  will  partner  closely  with  CTC  Japan  and 

incorporate  a   brand  message  that  will  promote  the 

Canada  and  Alberta  travel  experience  with  “authentic 

experiences  in  breathtaking  landscapes”  to  Social 
Samplers  and  Free  Spirits. 

Travel  Alberta  will  implement  key  strategies,  targeting 

trade  partners  that  are  willing  to  perform  customer 

segmentation,  share  campaign  performance  for 

measurement  and  return  on  investment  outcomes. 
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SITUATIONAL  OVERVIEW 

Strengths 

•   Broad  range  of  attractive  product  that  will  appeal  to 

Japanese  visitors.  Natural  wonders  such  as  wildlife 

viewing,  Rocky  Mountains,  lakes  and  geographical 

history  of  the  Badlands,  as  well  as  active  pursuits  such 

as  hiking,  skiing  etc. 

•   Nature  close  to  cities  and  international  airports 

•   Favourable  relations  with  the  travel  trade  and  media 

and  close  relationships  with  the  CTC  and  Tourism  B.C. 

Opportunities 

•   Summer  seasonal,  direct  non-stop  flight  from  Tokyo 
to  Calgary 

•   Potential  for  developing  iconic  travel,  through  packaging/ 

promotion  of  new  and  enhanced  product  offerings  for  all 

four  seasons 

•   Educate  and  strengthen  relationships  with  travel  trade 
and  media 

•   Potential  for  codeshare/common  rating  expansion  on 

year-round  flights  to  Vancouver 

•   Customer  profile  is  predominantly  high-yield 

•   Tourism  B.C.  partnership  for  strong  Canada’s 
West  presence 

Weaknesses 

•   Identification  and  marketing  of  key  icons  as  a   draw  card  - 

Alberta  product  beyond  the  main  icons  is  under  represented 

in  receptive  tour  operator  tariffs 

•   Statistics  Canada  not  measuring  road  traffic  from  British 

Columbia  entering  Alberta,  which  represents  a   large 

number  of  Japanese 

•   Low  destination  awareness 

Threats 

•   More  affordable  flights  to  the  U.S.  vs.  direct  Canada  flights 

•   Competing  national  tourism  offices  are  targeting 

Japanese  consumers 

•   Strengthening  yen  reduces  our  marketing  purchasing  power 

•   Japanese  are  sensitive  to  health  and  safety  issues 

>[ 
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JAPAN  MARKETING  SUMMARY 

Strategy 

Objectives 

Defend 

and  grow 
business 

Generate  consumer  awareness  of  Alberta  through 

consumer/trade  promotions 

Create  consumer  campaign  in  partnership  with  tour 

operators  and  airlines,  using  media  channels  based 

on  consumption  habits  of  EQ™  targets 

Generate  consumer  awareness  of  Alberta 

through  media 

Form  stronger  partnerships  with  travel  trade/enhance 

key  tour  operator  account  program 

Visit  Alberta  journalist  program 

Plan  and  execute  media  visits  in  partnership  with 
CTC  Japan 

Media  mix  promotion  with  the  cooperation  of 

trade  partners 

Online,  social  media  and  trade  promotion 

Participation  at  tradeshows,  special  events, 

marketplaces  and  promotions 

EQ™  focused  product  development  support  for 
tour  operators 

Organize  familiarizations  tours 

Agent  training/educational  sessions 

Develop  educational  opportunities  for  Canada- 
based  Receptive  Tour  Operators 

Work  with  Marketing  Development  Director  (MDD) 

Japan  and  Vancouver  on  various  initiatives 

Further  develop  CTC  partnerships 
Align  and  partner  with  CTC  on  Canada-wide campaign 

To  increase  visitor  numbers  for  Alberta  as  an  •   Educate  meeting  planner  on  Alberta  product  and 

MC&IT  destination  generate  leads 

•   Educate  student  group  travel  planners  on  Alberta 

product  and  generate  leads 



australia 

Australia  is  Alberta’s  second  largest  source  of  tourists 

and  revenues  from  the  Asia  Pacific  region. 

The  Internet  has  changed  the  way  Australians  are 

booking  their  holiday  and  leisure  travel.  Fully  independent 

travellers  research  their  destinations  of  choice  before 

travel  and  book  at  least  one  component  of  their  holiday 

on-line,  while  group  and  escorted  travel  still  relies  heavily 

on  travel  agents.  Australians  are  heavy  users  of  social 

media,  although  the  uptake  was  slow  initially  before  a 

startling  acceleration  over  the  last  couple  of  years 

Free  Spirit  and  Social  Samplers  are  identified  as  two 

primary  EQ™  types  Travel  Alberta  will  focus  on  as  areas 

of  potential  growth  out  of  the  Australian  market,  as  their 

product  interest  is  most  aligned  with  Alberta’s  authentic 

experiences  in  breathtaking  landscapes. 

Australians  are  spending  less,  staying  in  and  eschewing 

luxury  goods  for  more  carefully  considered  purchases. 

Value  assessments  play  a   pivotal  role  in  destination 

decision-making.  To  offer  value  to  travellers,  Alberta  will 

promote  inherent  desirability,  offer  high-quality  and 

value  experiences  and  promote  Alberta  products  of 

distinction.  Simply  put,  Australians  need  a   compelling 

reason  to  justify  a   trip  to  Alberta  when  there  are  closer, 

more  economical  and  more  desirable  options. 

The  travel  trade  is  an  important  element  in  the  consumer’s 

decision-making  process,  but  it  is  evident  that  the 

Australian  travel  trade  lacks  knowledge  of  Canada’s 

diverse  product  offerings  and  regions.  In-depth  and 

expansive  training  will  be  rolled  out  in  2011. 

Research  indicates  the  likelihood  of  Australians  visiting 

Canada  in  the  next  two  years  is  about  a   fifth  of  the 

market.  Ski  vacations  and  winter  activities  are  Canada's 

strongest  niche  products  while  escorted  senior  coach 

touring  remains  the  biggest  market  out  of  Australia. 

Growing  motivators  in  our  market  include:  culture, 

visiting  historical/cultural  attractions,  experiencing  local 

lifestyles,  sampling  local  flavours,  meetings  Canadians 

and  unique  Canadian  culture. 

The  CTC  is  an  active  partner  in  Australia  and  takes  the 

lead  on  a   number  of  initiatives  with  opportunities  for 

provincial,  airline  and  DMO  buy-in. 



SITUATIONAL  OVERVIEW 

Strengths 

•   Broad  range  of  attractive  product  that  will  appeal  to 
Australian  visitors.  Natural  wonders  such  as  wildlife 

viewing,  Rocky  Mountains,  lakes  and  geographical  history 

of  the  Badlands,  as  well  as  active  pursuits  such  as  hiking, 

riding,  skiing  etc. 

•   Lure  of  unique  accommodation  particularly  castle 

properties  and  rustic  cabins 

•   Nature  close  to  cities  and  international  airport 

•   Favourable  relations  with  the  travel  trade  and  media  and 

close  relationships  with  the  CTC  and  Tourism  B.C. 

•   No  language  barriers 

Weaknesses 

•   Identification  and  marketing  of  key  icons  as  a   draw  card  - 

Alberta  product  beyond  the  main  icons  is  under  represented 

•   TravelAlberta.com  does  not  have  sufficient  scope  for 
country  specific  pages 

•   Statistics  Canada  not  measuring  road  traffic  from  British 

Columbia  entering  Alberta,  which  represents  the  majority 

of  Australians 

Opportunities 

•   Australians  willingness  to  travel  long-haul,  during  all 
four  seasons 

Threats 

•   More  affordable  flights  to  the  U.S.  from  Australia  vs.  direct 
Canada  flights 

Potential  for  developing  iconic  travel,  through  packaging/ 

promotion  of  new  and  enhanced  product  offerings  for 
all  four  seasons 

Educate  and  strengthen  relationships  with  travel  trade 
and  media 

Potential  for  codeshare/common  rating  expansion  on 

year-round  flights  to  Calgary 

Tourism  B.C.  partnership  for  strong  Canada’s  ' 
West  presence 

•   Calgary  is  not  a   gateway  city  from  Australia 

•   Competing  national  tourism  offices  are  targeting 
Australian  consumers 

•   Lack  of  compelling  reason  to  travel  to  Canada 

•   Lack  of  ski-in,  ski-out  and  self-contained  accommodation 

•   Recent  natural  disasters  in  Australia  will  affect  the 

country’s  economy 
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AUSTRALIA  MARKETING  SUMMARY 

Strategy  Objectives 

Defend  Generate  consumer  awareness  of  Alberta  through 

and  grow  consumer/trade  promotions 
business 

Generate  consumer  awareness  of  Alberta 

through  media 

Form  stronger  partnerships  with  travel  trade/enhance 

key  tour  operator  account  program 

Further  develop  CTC  partnerships 

42 

Tactics 

•   Create  consumer  campaign  in  partnership  with  tour 

operators  and  airlines,  using  media  channels  based 

on  consumption  habits  of  EQ™  targets 

•   Visit  Alberta  journalist  program 

•   Plan  and  execute  media  visits  in  partnership 
with  CTC 

•   Include  tour  operator  call  to  action  on  all 
media  activity 

•   Media  mix  promotion  in  cooperation  with 

trade  partners 

•   Online,  social  media  and  trade  promotion 

•   Participation  at  tradeshows,  special  events, 

marketplaces,  and  promotions 

•   EQ™  focused  product  development  support  for 

tour  operators 

•   Organize  familiarizations  tours 

•   Agent  training/educational  sessions 

•   Develop  educational  opportunities  for 

Canada-based  Receptive  Tour  Operators 

•   Work  with  MDD  Vancouver  on  various  initiatives 

•   Align  and  partner  with  CTC  on  Canada-wide campaign 



china 

GDP  growth  has  been  10  per  cent  or  greater,  year-on- 

year  since  2003  in  China,  making  it  the  fastest  growing 

and  second  largest  economy  in  the  world.  The  World 

Tourism  Organization  is  forecasting  that  by  2020,  China 

will  produce  100  million  outbound  international  travellers 

making  it  the  largest  outbound  tourism  market  in  the  world. 

On  June  24,  2010  formal  ratification  of  Chinese 

Approved  Destination  Status  (ADS)  was  signed.  ADS 

allows  Chinese  tour  operators  and  travel  agents  to 

organize  tours  and  advertise  Canadian  destinations. 

It  also  allows  Alberta’s  tourism  industry  to  promote 

Alberta  as  a   vacation  destination  directly  to  Chinese  tour 

operators  and  consumers.  Canada  is  one  of  the  last 

inspirational  destinations  to  receive  this  status  and  as  a 

result,  there  is  growing  pent-up  demand  to  visit  Canada. 

The  largest  growth  market  segment  in  China  will  be 

leisure  group  travel  from  the  increasingly  affluent  middle 

class.  The  majority  of  these  travellers  are  25  to  60  years 

of  age  and  interested  in  visiting  notable  tourism  icons 

and  key  cities  across  Canada.  In  addition,  fully 

independent  travellers  remain  a   key  segment  along 

with  an  expanding  Meetings,  Incentive,  Conventions 

and  Exhibition  (MICE)  market. 

Free  Spirit  and  Social  Samplers  are  identified  as 

China’s  two  target  EG™  segments  for  Alberta. 
It  should  be  noted  that  MICE  travel  has  been  the 

greatest  potential  market  in  China,  which  contributes 

tourist  numbers  and  revenue  to  Alberta.  Special 

interest  visits  and  educational  English  as  a   Second 

Language  (ESL)  programs  will  also  be  important. 

To  start  a   conversation  with  consumers,  Travel  Alberta 

has  built  a   new  Chinese  website,  albertacanada.cn. 

In  addition  to  this  website,  Travel  Alberta  will  leverage 

social  media  websites,  to  build  various  touch-points 

that  will  drive  traffic  back  to  the  website,  promoting  tour 

operator  partner  packages,  but  also  spread  the  word 

about  the  brand  and  build  awareness  among  followers. 

Currently  Travel  Alberta  is  registered  and  active  on  five 

major  social  media  platforms  in  China. 

While  brand  perceptions  for  Canada  and  Alberta  are 

relatively  strong,  price  perception  lags  behind  value 

and  brand  -   a   distinct  drawback  in  a   market  that  is 

known  for  its  price-sensitivity.  Chinese  travellers  will 

often  choose  destinations  and  travel  products  on  the 

basis  of  lowest  absolute  cost,  to  maximize  the  dollars 

available  for  shopping.  Caution  must  be  applied  here 

and  packages  need  to  be  developed  to  balance  a 

sustainable  and  profitable  price  point  while  delivering 

a   high  quality  consumer  experience. 
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SITUATIONAL  OVERVIEW 

Strengths 

•   Favourable  relations  with  Chinese  travel  trade  and  media 

•   Alignment  of  marketing  efforts/messages  with  CTC,  airlines 

and  Canada/Alberta  partners 

•   Travel  Alberta  Chinese  website 

•   Comprehensive  marketing  promotions  including  co-op 

campaigns  and  e-marketing  in-market 

Opportunities 

•   The  economy  is  expected  to  remain  buoyant 

•   Relatively  high  consideration,  indicating  that  Canada  has 

strong  inherent  appeal  and  potential  in  China 

•   Strong  Internet  use  and  growth  in  the  number  of  online  users 

•   Growth  in  private  consumption  is  remaining  high  while 

unemployment  remains  low 

•   The  growing  China  MICE  market 

Weaknesses 

•   Low  destination  awareness;  lack  of  knowledge  of  Alberta’s 
major  icons  and  cities 

•   Niche  market  product  is  not  strong  including  entertainment 

experiences,  cuisine-related  products,  fashion-related 

products  and  self-touring 

Threats 

•   Fierce  competition  from  both  short-haul  and  long-haul 

competitive  destinations 

•   Airfares  to  Canada  and  within  Canada  are  much  more 

expensive  than  to  Australia,  Europe  and  U.S. 

•   First  timers  of  Chinese  travellers  don’t  mind  being  on  a 
rush  tour  with  limited  budget  and  duration  across  Canada 

•   Inability  to  control  quality  tour  programs  post-ADS 



CHINA  MARKETING  SUMMARY 

Strategy  Objectives 

Defend  Generate  consumer  awareness  of  Alberta  through 

and  grow  consumer/trade  promotions 
business 

Generate  consumer  awareness  of  Alberta 

through  media 

Form  stronger  partnerships  with  travel  trade, 

including  receptive  tour  operators  in  Canada, 

to  enhance  key  tour  operator  account  program 

Further  develop  CTC  partnerships 

Increase  visitor  numbers  for  Alberta  as  an 

MC&IT  destination 

Create  One-to-one  communication  with  self-identified 
customer  consumers 
intimacy 

Tactics 

•   Create  consumer  campaign  in  partnership  with  tour 

operators  and  airlines,  using  media  channels  based 

on  consumption  habits  of  EQ™  targets 

•   Visit  Alberta  journalist  program 

•   Plan  and  execute  media  visits  in  partnership  with 
CTC  China 

•   Include  tour  operator  call  to  action  in  all 
media  activity 

•   Use  media  mix  promotion  of  newspaper,  TV  and 

web,  with  the  cooperation  with  trade  partners 

•   Online,  social  media  and  trade  promotion 

•   Participate  in  tradeshows,  special  events, 

marketplaces  and  promotions 

•   EQ™  focused  product  development  support  for 

tour  operators 

•   Organize  familiarization  tours 

•   Agent  training/educational  sessions 

•   Develop  educational  opportunities  for  Canada- 
based  receptive  tour  operators 

•   Work  with  MDD  Vancouver  on  various  receptive 

tour  operator  initiatives 

•   Align  and  partner  with  CTC  on  Canada-wide campaign 

•   Educate  meeting  planners  and  student  group  travel 

planners  on  Alberta  product  and  generate  leads 

•   e-newsletter  program  segmented  based  on  EQ™ 

type  to  ensure  content  relevancy 
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emerging  markets  (south  korea,  mexico,  india,  brazil) 

SOUTH  KOREA 

The  Korean  economy  continues  to  recover  and  it  is 

expected  that  Koreans  will  travel  more  in  2011.  With 

consumer  confidence  rising  and  a   growing  trend  for 

long-haul  travel,  the  South  Korean  travel  market  to 

Alberta  represents  tremendous  potential. 

A   consumer  campaign  will  be  created  in  partnership  with 

tour  operators  and  airlines,  using  media  channels  based 

on  the  consumption  habits  of  Free  Spirits  for  this  market. 

Travel  Alberta  will  partner  with  Air  Canada  and  Korean 

Airlines  on  trade  and  consumer  campaigns.  A   key  goal 

in  this  market  will  be  forming  stronger  partnerships  with 

the  travel  trade  through  a   host  of  initiatives  including 

familiarization  tours,  agent  training  and  working  with  our 

MDD  in  Vancouver  to  develop  more  Alberta  programs 

with  Receptive  Tour  Operators. 

MEXICO 

The  Mexican  market  was  considered  a   primary  market 

for  Alberta  however  recent  events  including  the  crushing 

impact  of  new  Canadian  Visa  requirements  on  Mexican 

travellers,  ongoing  poor  economic  conditions  in  Mexico 

and  the  bankruptcy  of  Mexicana  Airlines  with  their 

elimination  of  direct  flights  into  Alberta  has  necessitated 

a   full  review  by  Travel  Alberta  and  our  future  in  the 

Mexican  market.  This  review,  supported  by  our  Market 

Investment  Model  and  a   Return  on  Investment  analysis, 

has  determined  that  we  should  substantially  reduce  our 

investment  in  the  market  for  the  foreseeable  future 

demoting  Mexico  to  transition  market  status. 

Travel  Alberta  will  keep  a   dedicated  resource  for 

media,  public  relations  and  trade  so  that  once  the 

market  shows  signs  of  recovery  we  are  able  to  adapt 

programming.  Travel  Alberta  will  also  continue  to  work 

with  the  CTC  and  our  industry  partners  to  provide 

limited  support  for  trade  and  media  visits. 

INDIA 

With  India  being  the  fastest  growing  economy  and 

second  largest  population  in  the  world  after  China, 

it  is  set  to  play  an  increasingly  important  role  in  global 

economic  activity.  India’s  emerging  middle  class  (which 

is  forecast  to  increase  tenfold  by  2025)  is  expanding  its 

consumption  with  long-haul  travel  being  of  significant 

interest  to  the  upper  middle  class. 

Indians  now  prefer  to  travel  in  the  Asian  basin 

(specifically  Thailand  and  Malaysia),  however,  there 

is  increasing  interest  in  New  Zealand,  Australia  and 

Europe  (specifically  Switzerland).  The  2007  Emerging 

Market  Study  conducted  in  India  showed  that  friends 

and  relatives  are  an  important  source  of  inspiration 

for  choosing  a   destination. 
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The  opportunities  for  Alberta  exist  in  several  areas 

including  extending  visitation  in  the  province  in  conjunction 

with  popular  pre-  and  post-Alaska  cruise  and  Ontario 

visits  and  providing  additional  experiential  opportunities 

for  special  groups,  incentive  groups  and  fully  independent 

travellers  in  Alberta  as  supplement  to  the  popular  Rockies 

region.  Opportunities  also  exist  to  enhance  distribution  of 

Alberta  experiences  through  key  account  partners  who 

influence  consumer  decisions  (the  vast  majority  of  travel 

is  still  booked  through  the  travel  trade). 

Travel  Alberta’s  marketing  plan  for  India  will  align  closely 

with  the  CTO’s  Market  Entry  Strategy.  Because  of  its 

rapid  growth,  accumulation  of  personal  wealth  and 

declining  revenue  from  our  traditional  core  markets,  the 

temptation  is  to  invest  now.  We  will  need  to  be  disciplined 

and  rigorous  in  our  approach  to  determine  a   competitive 

advantage  for  Alberta.  Travel  Alberta’s  investment  in  the 
India  market  will  be  minimal,  based  on  media  and  trade 

visits.  Travel  Alberta  will  work  closely  with  CTC  in  2011 

to  develop  a   longer-term  plan  for  this  market. 

BRAZIL 

With  increased  disposable  income,  Brazilians  have  a 

desire  to  travel  and  are  turning  to  overseas  travel  to 

explore  new  and  intriguing  places.  It  is  estimated  in  2011 

that  Alberta  will  realize  8,000  person  visits  from  Brazil 

spending  an  estimated  $8.8  million.  These  travellers  are 

made  up  of  three  distinct  segments  as  follows: 

•   Visiting  friends  and  relatives  -   31  per  cent 

•   Business  travellers  -   nine  per  cent 

•   Leisure  travellers  -   60  per  cent 

Leisure  travel  has  become  part  of  the  Brazilian 

mainstream.  Many  have  become  experienced  travellers 

and  are  already  shifting  from  package  tours  to  fully 

independent  traveller  holidays.  CTC  research  on  the 

Brazilian  market  has  identified  a   strong  desire  to 

experience  local  Canadian  culture,  as  well  as  long-haul 

travellers’  interests  in  action  and  adventure  sports,  arts 

and  culture,  nature,  heritage  activities  and  travel  for  the 

sake  of  exploration. 

The  CTC  has  designed  a   highly  developed  e-marketing 

platform  to  support  consumer,  trade,  media  and  public 

relations  strategies.  Brazil  leads  the  world  in  time  spent  > 

online  and  is  the  largest  online  market  in  Latin  America.  | 
J3 

tj; 

CTC’s  market  strategy  for  Brazil  focused  on  strong  trade 

and  media  engagement  in  Rio  de  Janeiro  and  Sao  Paolo.  a > 
Z 

As  with  India,  Travel  Alberta’s  investment  in  the  Brazil > 

market  will  grow  as  industry  opportunities  present  £ 

(/) 

themselves,  based  on  media  and  trade  visits.  We  will 

work  closely  with  CTC  in  2011  to  develop  a   longer  term 

plan  for  this  market.  ° 
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strategic  tourism  marketing  council  (march  2011) 

MAC  MAKENNY 

Chair 

Owner/Operator 

Homeplace  Ranch 
Priddis 

DOUG  MCPHEE 

Vice  Chair 

General  Manager 

Hertz  IL 

Jasper 

MARILYN  BELL 

Executive  Director,  Global 

Sales,  Tour  &   Wholesale 

Fairmont,  Raffles  &   Swissotel 

Banff 

PETER  BIDLOCK 

Hotel  Owner 

Edmonton 

TERRI  CAMERON 

President 

Prairie  Creek  Inn 

Rocky  Mountain  House 

JENIFER  CHRISTENSON 

Managing  Director, 

Marketing  Services 

Edmonton  Economic 

Development  Corporation 

Edmonton 

CROSBIE  COTTON 

Director 

National  Park  Ski  Area 

Association 
Calgary 

MARCO  DE  I ACO 

Vice-President,  Sport, 

Culture  &   Major  Events 

Tourism  Calgary 
Calgary 

ALLEN  R.  GIBSON 

Owner 

Star  Media  Services 
Lethbridge 

EMILIA  HOVORKA 

Executive  Director 

Grande  Prairie  Regional 

Tourism  Association 

Grande  Prairie 

PAUL  JONES 

General  Manager,  Pacrim 

Hospitality 

Radisson  Hotel  &   Suites 
Fort  McMurray 

WYNN  MCLEAN 

General  Manager 

Camrose  Regional  Exhibition 
Cam  rose 

JANE  PALMER 
General  Manager, 

Community  Futures 

Lac  La  Biche 

GARY  STIMSON 

Owner 

Elkwater  Lake  Lodge  and 

Resort 

Cypress  Hills 

GUY  TURCOTTE 

President  &   Chief  Executive 

Officer 

Stone  Creek  Resorts  Inc 

Canmore 

reegan  McCullough 
Ex-Officio 

Assistant  Deputy  Minister 

of  Tourism 

Alberta  Tourism,  Parks  & 
Recreation 
Edmonton 

DAVE  RODNEY 
Ex-Officio 

Member  of  the  Legislative 

Assembly  of  Alberta 

Calgary-Lougheed 
Calgary 

BRUCE  OKABE 
Ex-Officio 

Chief  Executive  Officer 

Travel  Alberta Calgary 
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travel  alberta  team 
Canada  1*1 

JENNIFER  ANDERSON  NOELLE  AUNE  OLIVIA  BAE  CAROLYN  BAILEY  ANGELA  BLANCHARD  BRITT  BLUM 

KATHRYN  BOHNET  JODIE  BOND  DANA  BOYLE  DON  BOYNTON  CHRISTINE  CATHRO  ROYCE  CHWIN 

LIZZIE  DOYLE  DEBORAH  DRISDALE  FLORIN  DUDESCU  MARTY  EBERTH  DARLENE  FEDOROSHYN 

SUSAN  FEKETE  JULIE  FOSTER  ANNETTA  GRANT  SHELLEY  GROLLMUSS  WADE  HARPER  CHRISTINE  HAUB 

JENNIFER  HOLLY  LEANNE  HOWARD  LIZ  JAMES  KIMBERLEY  JEANNOTTE  SIKIN  KARA  KAREN  KELLER 

PHIL  KLASSEN  KYLA  KNUDSON  MISAE  KONISHI  LANA  KULEBA  CHRISTOPHER  LAMB  CARLY  LAMOUREUX 

SANDIP  LALLI  BRYAN  LEUNG  KELLY  LEWIS  LISA  LIMA  JUDY  LOVE-RONDEAU  ROBERTA  MACLEOD 

STEPHANIE  MADY  JON  MAMELA  JIM  MARSHALL  JENNIFER  MCDONALD  CHRIS  MCNELLY 

CHANDELLE  MEYER  SIMONE  MOORE  AMANDA  NEWBY  DE  SAULLES  BRUCE  OKABE  MITO  OTA 

JOANNE  PINKNEY  COLLEEN  REED  SHALANE  RIDSDALE  KAYLEY  SAMELA  MARTINA  SCHAFER 

JULIA  SHELLEY  DAVID  SHORTT  BRIAN  SLOT  CHRISTOPHER  SMITH  NANCY  SMITH  KAREN  SOYKA 

CAMERON  SPENCE  MARNEY  ST.  JOHN  MARY  STRETCH  TREVOR  TESSIER  STEVE  THOMAS 

JASMINE  THOMPSON  JAN  TOLLE  MACDONALD  ERICA  ULRICH  CERVANTES  TWYLA  URSAKI  JANE  USHER 

DENNIS  VAN  HORN  JOSEPH  VOLK  ANH  VU  KAREN  WARD  RACHEL  WILSON  DON  WILSON  RICHARD  WONG 

MARIA  YANG  KARRIE  ZAZULA 
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